
Welcome to E-PROPS !Welcome to E-PROPS !

On behalf  of  the  team of  Hélices  E-PROPS,  I  would  like  to  welcome  you  to  the
company's website.

You  will  find  there  the  presentation  of  our  100%  carbon  propellers  for  aircraft,
designed and manufactured in France, innovative, light and very efficient, which meet
a great success, both technical and commercial.

The layout of this site is deliberately sober; the content is mainly technical, rich and
detailed,  with  a  lot  of  information,  descriptions,  test  reports  and  illustrations.

Our company was created by three passionate people, giving all their time, creativity
and energy to develop and propose new solutions to the market to make aircraft
safer, quieter, more efficient and more economical.

Our passion is to build a sustainable company, where people are motivated and proud
to design, produce and sell great products that give satisfaction to their users. In just
a  few  years,  we  have  built  a  serious  and  independent  high-tech  company  that
employs 32 people and exports thousands of propellers to over 80 countries,  and
that's only because our products and services are the best.

Seeing things differently, shaking up the obvious, not stopping at existing concepts
and  ready-made  ideas,  exploring  new  avenues,  constantly  inventing,  imagining,
exploring, creating, innovating and innovating again to offer  aeronautical  products
that  are always more  efficient  and safer:  this  is  what  leads the E-PROPS team.  

In the aeronautical propeller sector, there is still a lot of research to be done, progress
to be made and limits to be pushed back... 120 years ago, aviation did not exist !

We wish you a pleasant visit of these pages, hoping that they will make you want to
adopt our E-PROPS propellers.

Anne Lavrand
General Manager - President
SAS ELECTRAVIA - HELICES E-PROPS



We didn't come out of nowhere :

At  the  beginning  of  the  20th  century,  my great-grandfather  Louis  Laurent  was  a
blacksmith and wheelwright, and manufactured hubs, wheels and equipment for land
vehicles in Aspremont (Hautes Alpes, French Alpen).

A  century  later,  45  km  away,  his  great-granddaughter  runs  a  company  that
manufactures propellers and equipment for air vehicles.

   

              

Passion and love of a job well done runs in the family !

Anne Lavrand


